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1. The origin of this city’s name is debated between the Turkic word for ‘live’ or the 

Polish word for ‘well-esteemed’. A cemetery in this city holds its namesake family of 

judges, the Dobozi. This city, which is west of (*) Hortobágyi National Park, also 

contains a museum home to a collection of Edo era artifacts which is named after Frigyes 

Déri. The capital of Hungary from 1944-1945 was, for 10 points, what second-largest city 

in Hungary? 

 

Answer: Debrecen <Geography> 

 

2. In this novel, one character puffs out his chest and claims he is 16 years old so he 

can be deemed “fit”. That character must also present some of his legal papers to 

“higher authority” after being taken off a bus. This novel, whose sequel is (*) Fiasco, 

talks about the “beautiful concentration camp” of Buchenwald where the protagonist 

departs from, eventually meeting the Ukrainian Bandi Citrom. Gyuri Koves experiences 

the title feeling after returning to Budapest in, for 10 points, what novel about the 

Holocaust written by Imre Kertesz? 

 

Answer: Fatelessness (accept Fateless) <Literature> 

 

3. The modern-day country that lost this battle commonly uses the saying “more was 

lost at [this battle]”. This battle started when one side launched a surprise attack 

while some of its opponents were praying. That attack eventually led to the retreat 

and drowning of (*) Louis II and was led by Pal Tomori. Jan Zapolya was unable to 

bring reinforcements in time to the losing side of this battle, which ended in the fall of the 

Jaigellon Dynasty and the sack of Buda. For 10 points, name this 1526 battle where 

Suleiman the Magnificent defeated the Kingdom of Hungary. 

 

Answer: Battle of Mohacs <History> 

 

4. This man was part of the “Mighty Magyars” along with Zoltán Czibor and Sándor 

Kocsis. This man scored his most well-known goal in a scrimmage against England, 

where he broke a defender’s ankle by rolling the ball out with his left foot. After this 

athlete retired, he became a manager at Panathinaikos and led them to the 1971 (*) 

Europa Cup Final. James Rodriguez and Cristiano Ronaldo have won an award named 

after this athlete, given to the scorer of the best goal of the year. For 10 points, name this 

Real Madrid and Hungarian striker. 

 

Answer: Ference Puskas <Trash> 



 

 

 

5. Huguette Dreyfus played the last 3 volumes from this collection on the harpsichord. 

One piece from this collection starts with a bimodal use of the pentatonic scale, and 

is called “Boating”. The works “Dotted Notes” and “Syncopation” were originally 

meant for this composer’s son (*) Peter, to whom the first two volumes are dedicated 

to. The last six pieces of this work are the “Six Dances in Bulgarian Rhythm” and are 

dedicated to the pianist Harriet Cohen. Two “Hungarian Matchmaking Songs” appear in, 

for 10 points, what collection of 153 piano pieces written by Béla Bartók? 

 

Answer: Mikrokosmos <Fine Arts> 

 

6. Iharos Sándor names a sports center and a track stadium located on this 

geographical location. Raktár beach is also right next to this location’s namesake 

bridge, which was renovated to be a noticeable (*) yellow in 2009. This island is 

named for a princess who spent her life at a monastery on this island after she was “given 

to god” for supposedly repelling the Mongols as a baby. The Centennial Memorial, which 

commemorates Budapest unification is on, for 10 points, what island between Buda and 

Pest on the river Danube? 

 

Answer: Margaret Island (accept Margit-sziget) <Geography> 

 

7. Before this event, Márk Szécsi was substituted off and Dániel Tőzsér scored a 

penalty kick 2 minutes later. Goalie Dénes Dibusz almost stopped this event, but was 

only able to use his right hand in his attempt. After an (*) award was given for this 

goal, the goalscorer of this event anti-climatically gave his speech in Hungarian. That 

player beat out Juan Quintero and Lionel Messi for the award. For 10 points, name this 

bicycle kick goal that helped Debrecen beat Ferencvaros and eventually won the Puskas 

Award in 2019. 

 

Answer: Daniel Zsori’s goal (accept synonyms) <Trash> 

 

8. At this competition, one player became known for wagging his pointer finger every 

time he made a save. That goalie let up 8 goals against Croatia in the finals of his 

event in this competition. Some events were ironically not at the host city but instead 

2 hours away in Veszprém county. (*) Katinka Hosszú won 2 gold medals in individual 

medleys at this event, yet it wasn’t as impressive as Katie Ledecky’s 5 gold medals. 

Budapest was the host of, for 10 points, what world competition that focuses solely on 

water sports? 

 

Answer: 17th FINA World Championships (accept World Aquatics Championship) 

<Current Events> 



 

9. This poet described seeing “a maiden fair” who lights his pipe and makes his 

“sleeping heart burned all aglow” in “I Turned Into the Kitchen”. An epic by this 

poet describes its protagonist crossing the Óperenciás sea to reunite with his dead 

lover Iluska. That protagonist drops a rose in the (*) Water of Life at the climax of his 

namesake epic. This poet also wrote an anthem whose stanzas end with the lines “But by 

the Magyar’s God above/ We truly swear, We truly swear the tyrant’s yoke/ No more to 

bear!”. For 10 points, name this Hungarian poet of  “János Vitéz” and “Nemzeti Dal”. 

 

Answer: Sándor Petőfi (accept Alexander in place Sándor, but call them loser) 

<Literature> 

 

10. János Wettstein recorded the negotiation of this treaty. Before the drafting and 

signing of this document, the Aster Revolution established the short-lived First 

Hungarian People’s Republic. The only plebiscite held for this treaty took place in 

(*) Sopron. The First and Second Vienna Awards partly reversed this treaty that took 

away two-thirds of the land belonging to the country that signed it. The Austro-

Hungarian navy was displaced by, for 10 points, what 1920 treaty that displaced many 

Magyars, and formally ended World War I for Hungary. 

 

Answer: Treaty of Trianon <History> 

 

11. Mark Spitz narrated a 2006 documentary called Freedom’s Fury which was called 

“the best untold story ever” by Quentin Tarantino. Mark Spitz was also coached at 

one point by the player that coined this match’s infamous name. That player, (*) 

Ervin Zádor, managed to score two goals before being punched in the eye by Valenitn 

Prokopov. Dezső Gyramati was also filmed throwing a punch during this match. The 

Hungarian Revolution of 1956 caused tension during, for 10 points, what Olympics water 

polo match between Hungary and the USSR nicknamed for how violent it was. 

 

Answer: “Blood in the Water” match (accept “Blood in the Swimming Pool”) <Trash> 

 

12. A symphony written by this composer is in memorium of Arthur Toscanini. This 

composer wrote a suite which used a cimbalom and begins with a “musical sneeze” 

In an opera by this composer, an unnamed woman sings about (*) 33 branches and 

33 peacocks at the title location. This composer of Háry János also made a namesake 

method as a result of his efforts to mend music education with Jenő Ádám. For 10 points, 

name this Hungarian composer of The Spinning Room, a notable ethnomusicologist. 

 

Answer: Zoltán Kodály <Fine Arts> 

 

 



13. A rock that formed due to groundwater reacting with uraninite was discovered in 

Utah 2016 and was named after this scientist. A short story by this scientist centers 

around a Vienna institute attempting to communicate with the title aquatic 

mammals and is titled The Voice of the Dolphins. A letter by this man to (*) Franklin 

D. Roosevelt requested $6,000 dollars in funding for graphite. With Albert Einstein, this 

man created a refrigerator with no moving parts.For 10 points, name this Hungarian 

scientist whose work eventually led to the Manhattan Project. 

 

Answer: Leo Szilard <Science> 

 

14. This geographical feature is right next to a hill noted for its wide, flat top, 

Badacsony. Szigliget castle offers a view of this feature which is near a subterranean 

lake, called Cave Lake, in Tapolca. The resort town of (*) Tihany is at the tip of a 

narrow strait leading to this feature. This feature’s namesake town of Füred is also near 

the Zala River’s entry point into this feature. The world’s largest thermal lake, Lake 

Hévíz, is also in a nearby town by this feature. For 10 points, name this largest lake in 

Hungary. 

 

Answer: Lake Balaton <Geography> 

 

15. One precursor to this object was an “amusement device” created by Frank Fox. 

Before this object became a craze, it was considered being name either “Inca Gold 

or “The Gordian Knot”. Businessman (*) Tibor Laczi helped promote this toy by 

bringing it to a 1979 Toy Fair in Nuremburg, where Tom Kremer signed a deal with Ideal 

Toys. This object got its name from a Hungarian Professor of Architecture. For 10 points, 

name this puzzle toy that involves all 6 sides of it being the same color. 

 

Answer: Rubik’s Cube (accept Magic Cube) <Trash>  

 

16. After swapping armor with Simon Kamonyai, this man led a cavalry charge to win 

the Battle of Hermannstadt. Shortly after that battle, this man resisted 

Shehabbedin’s invasion of Transylvania at the Battle of the Iron Gate. The short-

lived (*) Peace of Szeged was broken by the man who captured Nis and Sofia in his 

“Long Campaign”. This man became the reagent of Ladislaus the Posthumous after being 

defeated at the Battle of Varna. This man’s son would eventually form the Black Army. 

For 10 points, name this military ruler of Hungary and father of Matthias Corvinus 

 

Answer: János Hunyadi (accept John Hunyadi) <History> 

 

17. The biggest bell in this building, which is also the heaviest bell in its country, is only 

rung on New Year’s Eve and on August 20th, the day it was consecrated. The Hetz 

Theater, known for hosting animal fights, was taken down in order for this 

building’s construction. “Mini concerts” that last 15 minutes long are performed by 



(*) András Virágh in this building as well as longer performances by Miklós Teleki, this 

building’s head organist. Alajos Strobl built statues of St. Francis of Assisi and Gerard of 

Csanád found inside this building along with many other prominent saints. The first king 

of Hungary names, for 10 points, what basilica located in Pest? 

 

Answer: St. Stephen’s Basilica (accept Szent István-bazilika) <Fine Arts> 

 

18. An award endowed by this philosopher was created by the Latsis Foundation. A 

joint project by this philosopher had them write a book and have it be criticized by 

Paul Feyerabend. One model by this man attempted to resolve (*) Popper’s 

falsification and a science structure created by Thomas Kuhn. This philosopher who 

created research progammes also described counterexamples to Euler’s formulas by 

“monster-barring” and “monster-adjustment”. For 10 points, name this Hungarian 

philosopher of Proofs and Refutations. 

 

Answer: Imre Lakatos <Philosophy> 

 

19. In this novel, a priest secretly frees an opponent soldier from their sentence to be 

hanged. The protagonist journeys to Istanbul to free his adopted father Bállint 

Török, during which the coward and fiancée Adam Fürjes is left by (*) Éva Cecey. 

The Fortress of Eger is defended by an István Dobó-led army of 2,000 in this novel 

which at one point pouring hot soup on opposing soldiers, include Janissaries. For 10 

points, name this novel by Géza Gárdonyi that centers around Gergely Bornemissza’s life 

and military expertise. 

 

Answer: Eclipse of the Crescent Moon (accept Egri Csillagok or Stars of Eger) 

<Literature> 

 

20. This man appeared in Football Manager 2006 when he signed for his hometown's 

soccer team Felcsút. One of this man’s sons founded a religious community called 

Felház. While talking about France, this man promoted the (*) Great Replacement 

Theory, further showing his anti-immigration attempts. In response to criticism by 

George Soros, this man targeted the Central European University. The President of the 

Fidesz Party is, for 10 points, what current Prime Minister of Hungary?  

 

Answer: Viktor Mihály Orbán <Current Events> 

 


